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/SPACE.NK

Space.NK were looking at using the venue to become 
their PR location for all new product launches, PR 
events and presentations.

The large open space was a great canvas that suited 
our FabriFrame™ solutions. We created the end 
walls using our FabriGrab™ profile which were used 
as giant seamless event backdrops and along the 
walls we mounted brand-colour matched, powder 
coated FabriFrame™ units which offered a greater 
flexibility for regular change of fabric images by the 
instore team. The Dye sublimated printed fabrics have 
extremely vibrant colours which lend themselves to 
cosmetics images.

We also supplied specialist printed floor vinyls cut to 
shape with anti-slip laminate which can be used for 
short term events which don’t leave any residue.

Our team of professional fitters installed the frames 
and fabrics prior to the launch which is now into its 
third PR event. We will produce and install all the new 
fabrics and branding for all future events. With the 
framework now in place, it reduces the clients costs for 
installation on changeover of events making it a very 
adaptable space.

AS A TRUSTED SUPPLIER TO SPACE.NK, WE PRINTED AND 
INSTALLED A SUITE OF GRAPHICS AT THEIR FLAGSHIP 
STORE NEXT DOOR TO HARRODS IN CENTRAL LONDON. 

We have around twenty years 
experience of printing graphics 

and signage for installation, 
and it  is this knowledge and 
expertise that enables us to 
deliver the quality  of service 

we have become renowned for 
across the UK. 

Adrian Rushton 
General Manager

HELLO
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/FABRIC

FabriFrame™ is a revolutionary 
fabric tension system which 
is so versatile the creative 
possibilities are huge.

It can be mounted onto walls, 
doors or ceilings with a fabric 
graphic applied to the face, 
or be a free standing unit or 
partition wall, with a single or 
even a double facing fabric 
graphic. 
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TIPS FROM THE TEAM

Replaceable fabric graphics are 
great for retail units because they 

are so easily updated. Whether 
it’s a new product launch or a sale 
event, the result looks vibrant and 

professional.
Duncan Thompson 

New Business Manager

The basement area used FabriGrab™ along the back walls for a 
vibrant, seamless finish.

FabriGrab™ can be fitted up against your skirting board and 
around sockets and switches too for a seamless finish.

FabriFrame™ units offer a greater flexibility for regular change of 
fabric images by the Space.NK team. We simply send them a new 
one in the post.

The dye sublimated printed fabrics have extremely vibrant colours 
which lend themselves to cosmetics images.
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TIPS FROM THE TEAM

We installed this project in 
the evenings to eliminate 

any disruption to Space.NK’s 
customers. We can also install over 

a weekend if it is required.
Steve Robinson 

Installations Manager

You can change FabriFrame™ graphics as often as you like and you 
can store the used ones for another occasion, simply fold them up 
and put them somewhere safe and dry.

The  FabriFrame™ system uses dye sublimation printing which 
creates rich, vibrant colours.

FabriFrame™ units can be wall mounted, ceiling mounted or 
free-standing. They can even be backlit or used with acoustic 
padding to reduce echo in large rooms.
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